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We investigate the effect of an extra fourth quark generation and FCNC mediated Z and Z ′ bosons
on the rare decay mode B− → φπ−. In the Standard Model, this mode receives only b → d penguin
contributions and therefore, highly suppressed with branching ratio ∼ 5 × 10−9. This in turn makes
this mode a very sensitive probe for new physics. We ﬁnd that due to the above mentioned new
physics contributions there is a signiﬁcant enhancement in its branching ratio. Furthermore, the direct
CP violation parameter which is identically zero in the SM is found to be quite signiﬁcant. If this mode
will be observed in the upcoming LHCb experiment, it will not only provide a clear signal of new physics
but also can be used to constrain the new physics parameter space.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.The B decay modes provide valuable insights to critically test
the Standard Model (SM) and to look for the possible existence of
physics beyond the SM. One way of searching for new physics (NP)
is by studying the rare decay modes which are induced by ﬂavor
changing neutral current (FCNC) transitions. In the SM, such rare
decays arise at the one-loop level and thus the study of the same
will provide us an excellent testing ground for NP.
Over the years, there has been profound interest in the search
for physics beyond the SM. The observed discrepancy between the
measured SφKS and SψKS [1] already gave an indication of the pos-
sible existence of NP in the B → φKS decay amplitude and this
has, in one way, motivated many to carry out intensive search
for NP. Although the presence of NP in the b-sector is not yet
ﬁrmly established, but there exist several smoking gun signals [2]
which will be veriﬁed in the upcoming LHCb experiment or super
B factories. Therefore, it is interesting to examine as many differ-
ent rare decay channels as possible to have an indication of new
physics.
In this Letter, we would like to explore the effect of the extra
fourth generation of quarks and FCNC mediated Z (Z ′) boson(s)
in the rare decay mode B− → φπ− , which is a pure penguin in-
duced process, mediated by the quark level transition b → ds¯s.
The interesting feature of this process is that it is dominated by
the electroweak penguin contributions as the QCD penguins are
OZI suppressed, and therefore expected to be highly suppressed in
the SM. It, therefore, serves as a suitable place to search for new
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Open access under CC BY license.physics. At present only the upper limit of its branching ratio is
known [3]
Br(B− → φπ−) < 0.24× 10−6. (1)
This decay mode has been analyzed both in the SM [4] and in
various extensions of it [5] where it has been found that in some
of these new physics models the branching ratio can be enhanced
signiﬁcantly from its corresponding SM value.
In order to discuss the effect of fourth quark generation and
FCNC mediated Z (Z ′) boson, we would ﬁrst like to present the SM
result using the QCD factorization [6]. As the decay mode B− →
φπ− proceeds through the quark level transition b → ds¯s and is a
pure penguin induced process occurring at the one loop level, the
relevant effective Hamiltonian describing this process is given by
HSMeff =
GF√
2
V pbV
∗
pd
10∑
i=3
Ci(μ)O i, (2)
where p = u, c, Ci(μ)’s are the Wilson coeﬃcients evaluated at the
b-quark mass scale and O i ’s are the QCD and electroweak penguin
operators.
In QCD factorization [6], the decay amplitude can be repre-
sented in the form
A
(
B−(pB) → φ(, p1)π−(p2)
)
= −i G F√
2
2mφ fφ(
∗ · pB)F Bπ+ (0)
∑
p=u,c
λp
(
α
p
3 −
1
2
α
p
3,EW
)
, (3)
where λp = V pbV ∗pd , the QCD coeﬃcients αp3(3,EW) are related to
the Wilson coeﬃcients as deﬁned in [6] and F Bπ+ is the form fac-
tor describing B → π transition. It should be noted that the QCD
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(i.e., the virtual particles in the loop). Therefore, one can also rep-
resent the above amplitude using CKM unitarity λu + λc + λt = 0,
as
A(B− → φπ−) = i G F√
2
2mφ fφ(
∗ · pB)F Bπ+ (0)λt
(
α3 − 1
2
α3,EW
)
,
(4)
where we have now omitted the superscripts on α’s. The above
amplitude can be simpliﬁed by replacing 2mφ∗ · pB → m2B . The
branching ratio thus can be obtained using the formula
Br(B− → φπ−) = τB
16πmB
∣∣A(B− → φπ−)∣∣2, (5)
where τB is the lifetime of B− meson. Another possible observable
in this decay mode is the direct CP violation parameter, deﬁned as
ACP = Γ (B
+ → φπ+) − Γ (B− → φπ−)
Γ (B+ → φπ+) + Γ (B− → φπ−) . (6)
In order to have non-zero direct CP violation, it is necessary that
the corresponding decay amplitude should contain at least two
interfering contributions with different strong and weak phases.
Since in the SM, this decay mode does not have two such different
contributions in its amplitude, the direct CP violation turns out to
be identically zero.
For the numerical evaluation, we use the input parameters as
given in the S4 scenario of QCD factorization approach [6]. The
particle masses and lifetime of the B meson are taken from [7].
The value of the form factor at zero recoil is taken as F Bπ+ (0) =
0.28. The value of the CKM matrix elements used are [7], |Vub| =
3.96× 10−3, |Vud| = 0.97383, |Vcb| = 42.21× 10−3, |Vcd| = 0.2271
and γ the phase associated with Vub as 70◦ . With these values as
input parameters, the branching ratio obtained in the SM is
BrSM(B− → φπ−) = 4.45× 10−9, (7)
which is quite below the experimental upper limit as given in Eq.
(1).
Now, in the presence of NP, the transition amplitude (4) re-
ceives additional contribution and can be symbolically represented
as
AT(B− → φπ−) = ASM + ANP = ASM(1+ reiδe−i(β−φ)), (8)
where β is the weak phase of the SM amplitude i.e., we have used
Vtd = |Vtd|e−iβ with value β = 0.375, φ is the weak phase asso-
ciated with the NP amplitude and δ is the relative strong phase
between these two amplitudes. It should be noted that the strong
phases are generated by the ﬁnal state interactions (FSI) and at
the quark level they arise through absorptive parts of the pertur-
bative penguin diagrams. Furthermore, r denotes the magnitude
of the ratio of NP to SM amplitude. Thus, we obtain the CP aver-
aged branching ratio 〈Br〉 ≡ [Br(B− → φπ−) + Br(B+ → φπ+)]/2,
including the new physics contribution as
〈Br〉 = BrSM(1+ r2 + 2r cos(β − φ) cos δ), (9)
where BrSM is the SM branching ratio. It can be seen from the
above equation that if r is sizable, the branching ratio could be
signiﬁcantly enhanced from its SM value in the presence of new
physics. The direct CP violation parameter (6) in the presence of
NP becomes
ACP = 2r sin δ sin(φ − β)
1+ r2 + 2r cos δ cos(φ − β) . (10)
We now consider the effect of a sequential fourth generation of
quarks [8]. This model is an extension of the SM with the addition
of a fourth quark generation. It retains all the features of the SMTable 1
Values of the new Wilson coeﬃcients at mb scale where Cnewi represents C
t′
i for the
fourth quark generation model and C˜i for the FCNC mediated Z boson model. The
phase φ′ = (φ − β) is the relative weak phase between the NP and SM amplitudes
Wilson
coeﬃcients
4-generation
(mt′ = 400 GeV)
Z boson model
(κ = |Ubd ||Vtb V ∗td | )
Z ′ model
(ξL,R = |ξL,R |eiφ′ )
Cnew3 (mb) 0.0195 0.19κe
iφ′ 0.05ξL − 0.01ξR
Cnew4 (mb) −0.0373 −0.066κeiφ
′ −0.14ξL + 0.008ξR
Cnew5 (mb) 0.0101 0.009κe
iφ′ 0.029ξL + 0.017ξR
Cnew6 (mb) −0.0435 −0.031κeiφ
′ −0.162ξL + 0.01ξR
Cnew7 (mb) 0.0044 0.145κe
iφ′ 0.036ξL − 3.65ξR
Cnew8 (mb) 0.002 0.053κe
iφ′ 0.01ξL − 1.33ξR
Cnew9 (mb) −0.029 −0.566κeiφ
′ −4.41ξL + 0.04ξR
Cnew10 (mb) 0.0062 0.127κe
iφ′ 0.99ξL − 0.005ξR
except that it brings into existence the new members denoted by
(t′,b′). The fourth up-type quark (t′) like u, c, t quarks contributes
in the b → d transition at the loop level and hence will modify the
SM result. The effect of fourth generation of quarks in various B
decays are extensively studied in the literature [9,10].
Due to the additional fourth generation, there will be mixing
among the new b′ quark and the three down type quarks of the
SM and the resulting mixing matrix will be a 4 × 4 matrix. Ac-
cordingly the unitarity condition becomes λu + λc + λt + λt′ = 0
and thus the effective Hamiltonian modiﬁes as
Heff = − GF√
2
[
VtbV
∗
td
∑
Ci O i + Vt′bV ∗t′d
∑
Ct
′
i O i
]
, (11)
where Ct
′
i are the new Wilson coeﬃcients arising due to the t
′
quark in the loop. The values of these Wilson coeﬃcients at the
MW scale can be obtained from the corresponding contributions
from the t quark by replacing the mass of t quark in the Inami
Lim functions [11] by t′ mass (here we neglect the RG evolution of
these coeﬃcients from t′ mass scale to the weak scale MW ). These
values can then be evolved to the mb scale using renormalization
group (RG) equation [12], as
Ci(mb) = U5(mb,MW ,α)C(MW ), (12)
where C is the 10×1 column vector of the Wilson coeﬃcients and
U5 is the ﬁve ﬂavor 10 × 10 evolution matrix. The explicit forms
of C(MW ) and U5(mb,MW ,α) are given in [12]. In Table 1, we
present the values of these new Wilson coeﬃcients at mb scale for
a representative set of values for mt′ = 400 GeV.
After obtaining the values of the new Wilson coeﬃcients at the
b quark mass scale, one can directly write the decay amplitude
analogous to (4), due to the fourth generation quarks as
ANP = GF√
2
2mφ fφ(
∗ · pB)F Bπ+ (0)λt′
(
α′3 −
1
2
α′3,EW
)
, (13)
where α′3(3,EW) ’s are the new contributions arising from the t′
quark contribution. We parameterize the new CKM elements as
λt′ = rdeiφ , where φ is the new weak phase associated with λ′t . Fur-
thermore, since the unitarity condition has now become modiﬁed
the elements of the 3×3 upper submatrix of the 4×4 quark mix-
ing matrix will be different from the corresponding values of SM
CKM matrix elements. Since Vtb and Vtd are not precisely known
(i.e., not directly extracted from the experimental data, but ﬁtted
using the unitarity constraint) we will use the lower limits from
[7] i.e., |Vtb| = 0.78 and |Vtd| = 7.4× 10−3.
In order to study the effect of the fourth generation, we need
to know the values of the new parameters (mt′ , rd, φ). Based on an
integrated luminosity of 2.3 fb−1 CDF Collaboration [13] gives the
lower bound on mt′ as mt′ > 284 GeV. Recently it has been shown
that the observed pattern of deviations in the CP symmetries of
B system can be explained in the fourth quark generation model
118 B. Mawlong et al. / Physics Letters B 668 (2008) 116–120Fig. 1. Variation of CP averaged branching ratio (9) (in units of 10−8) (left panel) and direct CP asymmetry (10) (in %) (right panel) with the new weak phase φ , where the
solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond to mt′ = 400, 600 and 800 GeV, respectively. The horizontal line in the left panel represents the SM value.if mt′ > 700 GeV [14]. Therefore, in our analysis we consider three
representative values for mt′ = 400, 600 and 800 GeV. The value
of rd can be obtained from the measured mass difference MBd of
B0 − B¯0 system and the corresponding expression for MBd in the
presence of fourth quark generation can be found in Ref. [10]. Thus,
we obtain the values rd for different m′t , consistent with the unitar-
ity condition of 4×4 matrix as: rd ∼ −3.8×10−3 (mt′ = 400 GeV),
rd ∼ −2.7 × 10−3 (mt′ = 600 GeV) and rd ∼ −2.1 × 10−3 (mt′ =
800 GeV). Using these values, in Fig. 1 we show the variation of
the branching ratio (left panel) and the direct CP asymmetry (right
panel) with the new weak phase φ for three different values of
mt′ . From the ﬁgure one can see that the branching ratio is signif-
icantly enhanced from its SM value and this enhancement is more
pronounced for large mt′ . It should also be noted that non-zero di-
rect CP violation in this mode could be possible in the presence of
an additional generation of quarks.
Now we consider another extension of the SM, where the
fermion sector is enlarged by an extra down type singlet quark.
Isosinglet quarks appear in many extensions of the SM like the low
energy limit of the E6 GUT models [15]. The mixing of this singlet
type down quark with the three SM down type quarks provides
a framework to study the deviations of the unitarity constraint of
the 3 × 3 CKM matrix. The mixing also induces tree level ﬂavor
changing neutral currents, which can thus substantially modify the
SM results. In this model the Z mediated FCNC interaction is given
by [16]
L = g
2cos θW
[
d¯LαUαβγ
μdLβ
]
Zμ, (14)
with
Uαβ =
∑
i=u,c,t
V †αi V iβ = δαβ − V ∗4αV4β, (15)
where α, β are generation indices and U is the neutral current
mixing matrix for the down quark sector. The non-vanishing com-
ponent of Uαβ will lead to the presence of FCNC transitions at the
tree level. The implications of the FCNC mediated Z boson effect
has been extensively studied in the context of b physics [17–19].
Because of the new interactions the effective Hamiltonian de-
scribing b → ds¯s process is given as [18],
HZeff = −
GF√
2
VtbV
∗
td[C˜3O 3 + C˜7O 7 + C˜9O 9], (16)
where the four-quark operators O 3, O 7 and O 9 have the same
structure as the SM QCD and electroweak penguin operators and
the new Wilson coeﬃcients C˜i ’s at the MZ scale are given byC˜3(MZ ) = 1
6
Ubd
VtbV ∗td
,
C˜7(MZ ) = 2
3
Ubd
VtbV ∗td
sin2 θW ,
C˜9(MZ ) = −2
3
Ubd
VtbV ∗td
(
1− sin2 θW
)
. (17)
These new Wilson coeﬃcients will be evolved from the MZ scale
to the mb scale using renormalization group equation [12] as de-
scribed earlier. Because of the RG evolution these three Wilson co-
eﬃcients generate new set of Wilson coeﬃcients C˜i (i = 3, . . . ,10)
at the low energy regime (i.e., at the mb scale) as presented in
Table 1. Thus, one can write the new amplitude due to the tree
level FCNC mediated Z boson effect in a straightforward manner
from Eq. (4) by replacing α3(3,EW) by α˜3(3,EW) , where α˜’s are re-
lated to the new Wilson coeﬃcients C˜i(mb)’s. In order to see the
effect of this FCNC mediated Z boson effect we have to know the
value of the parameter Z − b−d coupling parameter which can be
explicitly written as Ubd = |Ubd|eiφ and the allowed range of |Ubd|
is found to be (2 × 10−4  |Ubd|  1.2 × 10−3) [19]. In Fig. 2, we
present the variation of the CP averaged branching ratio (9) with
|Ubd| and φ (left panel) and the direct CP asymmetry parameter
ACP with φ (right panel), where we have used sin
2 θW = 0.231.
From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the branching ratio could be signif-
icantly enhanced and large CP violation could be possible in this
model.
Now we consider the effect due to an extra U (1)′ gauge boson
Z ′ . The existence of extra Z ′ boson is a feature of many models
addressing physics beyond the SM, e.g., models based on extended
gauge groups characterized by additional U (1) factors [20]. Also
the new physics models which contain exotic fermions, predict the
existence of additional gauge boson. Flavor mixing can be induced
at the tree level in the up-type and/or down-type quark sector
after diagonalizing their mass matrices. Here again as in the Z
model, FCNCs due to Z ′ exchange can be induced by mixing among
the SM quarks and the exotic quark which have different Z ′ quan-
tum numbers. Here we will consider the model in which the inter-
action between the Z ′ boson and fermions are ﬂavor nonuniversal
for left handed couplings and ﬂavor diagonal for right-handed cou-
plings. The detailed description of the model can be found in Refs.
[21,22], where it has been shown that such model can successfully
explain the deviations of SφK and Sη′K from SψK and also can
explain the B → π K puzzle. The search for the extra Z ′ boson oc-
cupies an important place in the experimental programs of the Fer-
milab Tevatron and CERN LHC [23]. At such hadron colliders heavy
neutral gauge bosons with mass upto around 5 TeV can be pro-
B. Mawlong et al. / Physics Letters B 668 (2008) 116–120 119Fig. 2. Variation of the CP averaged branching ratio (in units of 10−8) with |Ubd| (in units of 10−4) and the new weak phase φ (left panel) and the variation of direct CP
asymmetry (10) (in %) with the new weak phase φ (right panel) where the dashed and solid lines correspond to |Ubd| = 10−4 and 5× 10−4.
Fig. 3. Variation of the CP averaged branching ratio (in units of 10−8) with ξ (in units of 10−3) and the new weak phase φ (left panel) and the variation of direct CP
asymmetry (10) (in %) with the new weak phase φ (right panel) where the dashed and solid lines correspond to ξ = 10−3 and 5× 10−3.duced and detected via two fermion decays pp(pp¯) → Z ′ → l+l−
(l = e,μ).
The effective Hamiltonian describing the transition b → ds¯s me-
diated by the Z ′ boson is given by [21]
HZ ′eff = −
4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
td
[(
g′MZ
g1MZ ′
)2 BLdb
VtbV ∗td
(
BLss O 9 + BRss O 7
)]
, (18)
where g1 = e/(sin θW cos θW ) and BL(R)i j denote the left- (right-)
handed effective Z ′ couplings of the quarks i and j at the weak
scale. The diagonal elements are real due to the hermiticity of the
effective Hamiltonian but the off diagonal elements may contain
effective weak phase. Therefore, both the terms in (18) will have
the same weak phase due to BLdb . We can parameterize these coef-
ﬁcients as
ξL =
(
g′MZ
g1MZ ′
)2( BLdbBLss
VtbV ∗td
)
= |ξL |eiφ′ ,
ξR =
(
g′MZ
g1MZ ′
)2( BLdbBRss
VtbV ∗td
)
= |ξR |eiφ′ , (19)
where φ′ = φ − β (φ is the weak phase associated with BLdb).
In order to see the effect of Z ′ boson, we have to know the val-
ues of the ξL and ξR or equivalently BLdb and B
L,R
ss . Assuming only
left-handed couplings are present, the bound on FCNC Z ′ coupling(BLdb) from B
0 − B¯0 mass difference has been obtained in Ref. [24]
as
y
∣∣Re(BLdb)2∣∣< 5× 10−8, y∣∣Im(BLdb)2∣∣< 5× 10−8, (20)
where y = (g′MZ/g1MZ ′)2. Generally one expects g′/g1 ∼ 1, if
both the U (1) gauge groups have the same origin from some
grand uniﬁed theories, MZ/MZ ′ ∼ 0.1 for a TeV scale neutral Z ′
boson, which yields y ∼ 10−2. However, in Ref. [24] assuming a
small mixing between Z–Z ′ bosons the value of y is taken as
y ∼ 10−3. Using y ∼ 10−2, one can obtain a more stringent bound
on |BLdb| < 10−3. It has been shown in [22] that the mass differ-
ence of Bs–B¯s mixing can be explained if |BLsb| ∼ |VtbV ∗ts|. Simi-
larly, the CP asymmetry anomaly in B → φK ,π K can be resolved
if |BLsb BL,Rss | ∼ |VtbV ∗ts|. From these two relations one can obtain
|BLss| ∼ 1. Thus, it is expected that ξL,R ∼ 10−3. However, in this
analysis we vary their values within the range 0.01–0.001.
After having an idea about the magnitudes of these new coef-
ﬁcients which are at the MZ scale, we now evolve them to the
b scale using renormalization group equation [12]. The new Wil-
son coeﬃcients at the mb scale are presented in Table 1. Using the
values of these coeﬃcients at b scale we can analogously obtain
the new contribution to the transition amplitude as done in the
case of Z boson. Now using |ξL | = |ξR | = ξ , in Fig. 3, we show the
variation of the CP averaged branching ratio with ξ and the new
weak phase φ (left panel) and the direct CP violation with φ (right
panel). In this case also one can have a signiﬁcant enhancement
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Z ′ boson. Furthermore, the observation of this mode could in turn
help us to constrain the Z ′ mass.
In this Letter, we have studied the B− → φπ− decay mode
in the Standard Model and in some beyond the Standard Model
scenarios. This is a pure penguin rare decay process and proceeds
through the quark level transition b → ds¯s, which occurs at the one
loop level and is therefore expected to be highly suppressed in the
SM. The SM prediction of its branching ratio is ∼ O(10−9) which
is below the experimental upper limit of O(10−7). We have anal-
ysed this decay mode in the fourth quark generation model and in
the FCNC mediated Z and Z ′ models. In the fourth quark genera-
tion model, we ﬁnd that the branching ratio enhances from its SM
value, with increasing mt′ and it can have a value of ∼ O(10−8).
In the Z and Z ′ models, the branching ratio can be signiﬁcantly
enhanced for sizable new physics couplings |Ubd| and ξ . In these
cases it can reach up to O(10−7) level but still within the exper-
imental upper limit. Furthermore, it is found that large direct CP
violation could be possible in this decay mode in the presence of
above mentioned new physics models. Thus, if this mode could be
observed in the upcoming LHCb experiment it will provide a clear
signal of new physics and also can be used to constrain the pa-
rameter space of various new physics models. However, it would
not be possible to distinguish between these new physics models
considering this mode alone.
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